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by M. Willson Offutt
Maxpedition knives perfectly exemplify lean

and mean, and bang for the buck. The
Maxpedition Small Fixed Blade with short clip
point (SSCP) is our focus, but I also used its sib-
ling Maxpedition Large Fixed Blade. Same con-
struction, same materials, scaled-up 20% in price
and 30% in dimensions. (The Maxpedition
Medium Fixed Blade is the intermediate compro-
mise). The knives are stark and contemporary as
the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). Those who
appreciate damascus and ivory, in rich leather,
will perceive quite the opposite. 

VISUAL
The Maxpedition Small Fixed Blade is a no-

frills junior size 21st century hunter, with mod-
est belly, synthetic handle and sheath. I say
hunter, as opposed to tactical fighter, but reason-
able men and women could differ. The molded-on
black fiberglass reinforced nylon composite han-
dle (with 30% glass content) encases the full hid-
den tang. I stabbed the handle with the point of
a Spyderco Endura and there was minimal pen-
etration and negligible damage. Did I mention it
is dense and hard? The thin blade is broad and
flat ground, for excellent cutting geometry. And
pointy, but tough, for good penetration. The
blade finish appears bead blasted matte, with
the very slightly dull mottled appearance indica-
tive of D2, but Maxpedition tells me it is “indus-
trial hard chrome plating to 1 mil (0.001)”. My
ineffectual efforts to cause rust confirm a coat-
ing, as tiny rust spots formed only on the cutting
edge where the coating had been sharpened off.
My prior tests show unprotected D2 rusts
notwithstanding defensive protests touting its
[insufficient] 12% chrome content. The handle
has a comfortable ergonomic shape, with shallow
finger grooves, flat and torso hugging, but its
hard smooth texture is too slick. So I stroked it
front to back with x-coarse 60 grit sandpaper
which left a non-reflective surface that feels
slightly suaded. My impromptu modification
made all the difference. It even looks good. My
jockey wife prefers the Small Fixed Blade’s
girlie-size handle. I prefer the Large handle
which equates to men’s size medium. The knives
are beautiful if you find the profile of a Zumwalt-
class Destroyer beautiful, but the artistic embel-
lishment is exactly the same, zero. The knife car-
ries in a tough black Kydex sheath. Push it into
the sheath until it sounds like a seat belt locking.
Friction holds the knife in the sheath, plus the
springy Kydex actually grabs hold of the indent
in the handle. It takes a concerted push in, and a
firm tug to remove it. It will not fall out during
dynamic movement. Great pairing of knife and
sheath, user friendly, protected, secure.
Cosmetics are better than you expect at this
price point.

VENUE
I just witnessed a woman topple off a pier into

the Chesapeake Bay, tangled in loose clothing
and a long retractable-type dog leash, a vivid
reminder to carry a good and accessible knife.
The Maxpedition is fully portable with flat pro-
file and a compatible no-bulk low profile sheath.
It is no burden. Its modest length and light
weight is comfortable riding my ATV, and seated

in my Ford F250 and Deere 5075E. The knife
opened FedEx deliveries in my office and agricul-
tural chemicals at my farm. It walked the
perimeter of my horse pastures, two to eight
acres each, inspecting fence integrity, so I don’t
find a horse cut, or loose. At day’s end, my wife
and I walk a mile to a vantage, to watch the sun
set behind the Blue Ridge mountains, and return
in fading light to our farm by rural roads, wood-
land paths and traversing horse and cattle pas-
ture. I keep the Maxpedition at hand, to engage
right now bailing twine, tangled dog leash, coy-
otes, felons, or a salt cured ham. 911 response
time may be a half-hour. Every single farm has
knives, dogs, firearms. City folk intent on regu-
lating all three see our minimal crime but not
the connection.

CUTS
The Maxpedition Small arrived just able to

shave hair off my arm, and after five minutes on
fine ceramic rods I had it shaving like a new
Gillette blade. And D2 tends to stay sharp. As I
never let the edge go dull, it is easy to restore
with light passes. It is a slicer, and it will stab.
You would not expect to chop as it lacks mass.
The Small Maxpedition prepared meals in my
home while the Large is excessive for my
kitchen. The Small sliced rare steak, baguettes
and gruyere with finesse. It is a good fit prepar-
ing meals, utility cutting and will handle tasks
up to field dressing deer or a brawl in an alley. 

APPLICATIONS
This short digression has a purpose.

Acquaintances of mine purchase counterfeit
knives that look like those by Maxpedition (or
Spyderco or SOG). Handles separate from tangs,
blades break, sheaths split. The rationale is low
cost, so you just buy a new one at the next gun
show. When I farm, I am 1000 yards from home.
When I hike the Appalachian Trail, or ride my
ATV cross-country, I am miles from home. Can
we agree that fetching a replacement knife,
under ideal conditions, is inconvenient? What if

there is a savage pit bull after you, or two pit
bulls, or you are wet and need to start a fire to
survive? Basing knife selection on price is like
basing parachute selection on price. It speaks to
your character and judgment. Investment in a
quality knife will save your time, and possibly
your life and will cost you, in this instance, pre-
cisely $99.99. 

WEAK LINK
There are two concerns. First, the handle

material lacks traction, corrected by sandpaper.
Second, the sheath is sized for a belt 2” wide by
¾” thick, same as my Tractor Supply tow strap. 

CONCLUSION
Maxpedition manufactures range bags of bal-

listic nylon that will stop bullets, bears, and
USAir baggage handlers. This suggests the
resiliency of their knives. I stress knives. I
expect a lot from them. The Maxpedition Small
and Large deliver performance differing only in
scale. The Small has a high cut-to-weight ratio,
higher horsepower than its compact package
suggests. Its Large sibling is in all respects big-
ger, and more formidable (still easily carried),
with a hand filling grip of increased length and
diameter. The Cold Steel SRK, ugly and now
aging, reigned supreme in this full-size
utility/defense class. Now competition is closing
in on all sides. 

DATA SIDEBAR
Maker Maxpedition 

www.maxpedition.com
Model Small Fixed Blade (SSCP)
Blade Steel D2 
Handle length 4-1/2”
Rc hardness 58-60 (per maker)
Blade length 4-3/4”
Length overall 9-1/4”
Blade thickness 0.15”
Weight (knife) 4.5 oz.
Weight (sheath) 2.6 oz.
Made in Taiwan
Retail $99.99
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